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SENIOR CLASS HOLDS BOWERY BALL PLANS CLEMSON ORGANIZES GAMECOCK PUGILISTS
BACK CITADEL 19-12 ANNUAL CELEBRATION ASSUME NOVEL FROM AGRICULTURAL FRAT DOWN TIGER MITTMEN
Sherman and Clark Stars for Seniors Guests of Y. M. C. A. Unique
Costume Affair of Agricultural "Grange" Formed
Tigers—Willard for the
Feb. 26 Enthusiastically
by Cadets and Campus
At Informal Valentine
Citadel
Anticipated
Folkes
Party
Joe Davis' rejuvenated Tigers
The annual social given in honkept up the goiod play, which they or of the spring graduates ;by the
exhibited against the Gamecocks, Young Men's Christian Association
and took the Citadel Bulldog* .nder the supervision by Roy Cooi,
down 19-12.
The game was no er and J. K. Durst on the eveninf
ticeable for the sterling defenses on Friday, February 12, was weli
put forth by both of the teams; 'attended by the seniors and thei:
time after time the ball was pass- , ,uests.
The reception commencec
ed about the center of the floor I around nine o'clock with the in
for some time before an opening i .reduction of a few unique gamer
could be found. Joe Sherman, stel- | which furnished amusement for
lar sophomore forward, continued | everyone; later the entire set a:the excellent shooting which has ended a previerw of the picture
made him the Tiger's leading scor "Surrender'' which was exceptionaler and walked off with a total 01 ly good.
Immediately after, the
eleven points. Eskridge, rangy cen- jfreshments were served whlcn
ter for the Bulldogs, led the visi- terminated the social activity of the
tors with eight points. The ■ Cita- evening.
del five employed a fast break to
An orchestra composed of Clem
ward the basket from a set defense son cadets rendered many meloduring the whole game. It worked dious strains that added a great
often enough in the first half to eal to the success of the evenin;
igive them a two point lead at that
The decorative scheme was pa:
point. The score at the end Of the terned in accordance with th-s «e
half being 6-8.
gend of St. Valentine's Day. The
Shortly after the opening whis- lobby, club room, and reading room
tle was blown, Calhoun chalked up were overflowing with gigantic fern;:
a field goal for the Tigers. Esk- and beautiful flowers, and the deridge came back for the Citadei lired psychological effect was prowith three "snow birds" in quick duced 'by the placing of large scarsuccession. The Tigers called time let hearts in and among the fern:;
out.
Gilbert came back after the ind shading the rooms with the
break in play to add two more jo-ft glow of the varicolored lights
points to the mounting Bulldog above.
score.
Sherman dropped in two
"Senior Night" is held each year
points for Clemson. Simmons add- in honor of the Seniors and their
ed two to the Tiger score witn guests. The Y. M. C. A. entertaina one hand shot just 'before the ed this year one of the largest
half. Score: Citadel 8, Clemson t>. crowds of the past several years.
Between the halves the crowd Vll attending the social enjoyea
enjoyed a demonstration of fancy the evening and considered it a
snooting by "Red" Whittingdon, agnamious success.
youthful Citadel star.
Davis, newcomer on the varsity,
came to the front with a beautiful angle shot to tie the score
at eight all. Sherman put Clemson
ahead with a shot from behind the
foul line.
Eskridge dropped in
his fourth field goal and again tiea Schacte and Gang Become
the score. Calhoun plunked in a
"Hotter" with Every
long shot and Sherman pushed the
Practice
mounting score up with a couple
of fouls. Willard hit the net for
With scheduled rehearsals comthe Bulldogs, only to have Sherman
ing once a week and section pracdrop in another shot. At this poln..
tices once or twice a week, the
Clark and Gilbert tangled while
> ungaleers -have shown all signs of
going after a loose ball and botn
'coming right along".
From all
retired from the game.
Shermai.
nearances, this '32 edition of the
tallied the final points 0'f thc
Jungaleers seems to have all the
game with a one hand shot fror.qualities of Pert Hodges' ole time
the foul line.
Jungaleers. It is being whispered
around by the few who have been
ucky enough to get in on thesu
weekly workouts that if this improvement continues, Clemson win
soon have an orchestra that will
take a foremost place among the
There is lots of imprinted, as other college orchestras.
well as unprintable humor, making
Bill Schachte has proven his
its rounds of barracks. In order ability as the right leader by the
to stimulate the agile minds of some fact that every rehersal called by
r.im has been attended one hundred
of our Campus Clowns, THE TI
per cent by his boys. His arrange
GER, in cooperation with the Y. 31. ments of "Tiger Rag" and other
C. A. offers a number? of free iig-time melodies prove his talent
theater passes to the author of the as a musician.
most original and funniest joke,
Sohachte states that all this
pun, verse, story, or what have hunch needs is a little encourageyou that is turned in to us on ment from the cadet corps to pro
or before Friday of each week luce one of the best orchestras in
There is no stipulation as to con- the state.
tent other than the offerings be
The orchestra will play for chapel
decent—that is relatively decent in the near future. This will give
Use your own judgement and let's the student body an opportunity to
have
'em—help rejuvenate the determine the assiduity of the
school rag.
statements made by the members
of the orchestra.

The Senior Dancing Club will
spart no effort or expense in the
attempt to make the coming dance
on February 2 6 one of the met,:
outstanding and enjoyable dances
in the social history of Clemson
College. In this dance the unusual
will predominate over the usual,
For the first time in the history of
Clemson College, the usual dance
will be turned into a Bowery Ball.
There is no doubt but that the
beautiful music and antique colonial decorations will create mucn
interest among the student body,
The scene will be attractive and
picturesque which will add much
to the enjoyment of this occasion
The melodies of Fred Hamilton
and his Florida Collegians will ado.
much to the life of the ball. Tnc
music will be the best of the season. Fred Hamiton has won widespread popularity throughout Lne
Southern collegiate circles by his
merry tunes and sweet melodies.
His broadcasts may be heard daily
at the dinner 'hour from the radio
station in Gainesville, Folrida.
Although the decorative schemhas not yet been finished, it is
,,
.. ... . ..
„ ,. ,
,„ ,_
thought that the field house will be
reconstructed along the lines of
a huge bowery ale house.
The
arrangements of the novel decorations will begin this week.
No specific costume is announced. Propriety is all that is required
and there has been no complaint
No specific costume is required,

On Thursday night, February 11.
thirty-eight cadets and local residents interested in agriculture me<
in Prof. Collins' class room for the
organization of a Clemson College
chapter of "The Grange".
"The Grange" is a national fratermity of farmers and people interested in agriculture with c'iiap
ters in every state in the Union,
Its purpose is to band the rural
citizens together in a bond of mulal
friendship and interests.
Its
hope is some day to organize thc.
farmers into a union that wil'
protect their rights and interests,
The purpose of the "Clemson ColleSe Grange" is to prepare the boys
for work in club organizing and to
train them to be leaders of their
community. So far, much interest
has been shown by both cadets ana
campus residents and it is hopeu
llat
Clemson will soon have rwel1
organized chapter. This chapter is
°Pen to all agricultural students of good standing,
The following officers were eiected: J. E. Webb, Master; T. O.
Bowen, Overseer; Mrs. Theo Van.
_
„T,
T
Thn, Lecturer;
G. V. Whetstone,
,Steward

: F- w Corley, Ast. Stew<i; C. W. Senn, Chaplin; B. P.
Rambo, Treasurer; J. B. Newman,
Secretary; W C. Bowen, Gate Keeper; Mrs. Lewis, Ceres; Mrs. Wat
kins, Porona; Mrs. LaMaster, Flora; Mrs. Patrick, Lady Ast. Steward.
ar

JUNGALEERS FORESEE GLEE GLUB PLANNING AUSTRALIA PICTURED
HIGH RHYTHM RATING TO MAKE SPRING TOUR BY REVEREND CROUCH

NOTICE

Depression
Causes
Annual
Concert to be Postponed

Presbyterian Pastor Tells of
Government, Customs, and
Sports

Due to the exceedingly small
■boom which has spread over the
Reverend Sidney Crouch, pastor
of
state, and the scarcity of coin in
the Fort Hill Presbyterian
the pockets of the hoped for spec- Church, delivered a very interestir.fi
tators, the Glee Club has abandon- address on Australia to the denied its intended tour of the state. on student body in chaipel last
Conditions are such than not only .nirsday morning,
has the Clemson Glee Club been unBeing a native of Australla| Mr
able to schedule stop-overs In any
.
,,
. ,-,
„ .,
,
. .,
. .
.
,.
i'ouoh was able to tell many un
of the towns of the state, but the
songsters of Carolina, P. C, ana usual faots a'bout llis homeland.
other colleges have found it almost He briefly discussed a race of peoimpossible to book appearances.
pie, who live in northern Australia,
The Glee Club seems to be hav- called the "Blackfellow", telling
ing very hard luck lately, in that several theories as to their origin.
the quarantine interrupted their The
„,. „ speaker,
■■ .
,.
then,
went on to
planned tour alst year, and now
,.
.
.
,
compare modern Australia with the
this year the depression has played havoc with their hopes.
Even United States, saying that the towns
though they have given up the and Government are very much
idea of a state wide tour, they are like our own. However, he pointed
looking forward to some very en- oat that the Austrialian people are?
joyable trips to some of the nearoj more athletically inclined than are
colleges. Trips are being planned Americans, and therefore, are in
to terminate at Brenau, G. W. C, general a physically stronger and
and several of the nearby towns more virile race.
of South Carolina and Georgia.
In closing his talk, Mr. Crouch
Twenty-four men will be taken on mentioned many sports that are
most of the trips which will he popular in Australia which are
made soon after spring holidays, like our American sports. He also
They will be short one or two day explained Crioket, Soccer, and Footstop-overs made usually on week ball as they are played in that
ends.
i country,

Meggin.son, Cannon, and Siegel
Win—Opinion Favors
Bannister
The Clemson boxing squad lost
its first engagement of the season
last Saturday in the University's
fieldhouse when the Carolina Gamecocks eked out a 4 to 3 decision
over a hard fighting bunch of Bengals. The Garnet and Black came
off victorious in the bantamweight,
featherweight,
lightweight,
and
welterweight divisions, while the
Tigers
swept everything before
them in the middleweight, lightheavyweight,
and
heavyweight
classes. All contests went to three
round decisions with the exception
of the Irghtheavy which Megginson
of Clemson won by a technical
knockout in the second round.
Judging from reported injuries
to the Carolina mittmen, the Bird
team was in pretty bad condition, with most of their performers
on the list of casualties. By the
time the fights started, however,
the greater part of these injuries
had entirely disappeared, Wiliara,
who had a weak ankle, being the
only member of the whole outfit to
show any physical infirmities.
in
fact the other fighters were in tne
pink of condition, or there would
have been more than one knockout.
The main 'bouts were preceded by
four preliminaries.
The fight between Blitch, Clemson, and Rivers,
Carolina, resulted in a draw, as
did the match between Medlin, of
Clemson, and Nathans, Carolina.
Bruner, Carolina, took a very close
decision from Murphy, Clemson,
while Henley, Clemson easily won
over Johnson of Carolina. The contenders in almost all of the bouts
were fairly evenly matched as to
weight.
The preliminaries went
two rounds each while all of tnt*
main bouts were three rounds.
In the bantamweight class Tommy Lide of Clemson was unable
to carry the fight of Scott Ibecausa
of the latter's so much greatei
reach. However, Lide got in several good blows under Scott's
guard, and was hardly phased by
the punches of his opponent. Scott
(Continued on page two)

NEW ANNUAL TO GOME
OFF PRESS IN MARCH
Snowden, Weston, and Hearn
Largely Responsible for
Production
The 1931-32 edition of Taps will
go to the engravers around March
5. The early completion of work
s due to the efficiency with which
the Taps Staff has worked.
The feature of this years' Taps
's the snap-shot section.
It is
reported that this section it far
superior to any like section in
other college year-books in the
South.
Snowden and Weston art.
in a large measure responsible for
this excellent work.
Reid Hearn again demonstrates
his unusual ability as an artist.
He proved his abilities in the 193 0
Taps and this year he is making
i. good reputation better.
Hearn
is ably assisted by Russ Waite.
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which shows definite disfavor on the part of the newspapers
on the subject of granting this island its independence.
Four hundred and twelve newspapers were consulted and
of these sixty-seven percent were opposed to granting independence, while seven percent favored the withdrawal of the
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
United States. The remainder were more or less neutral in
the
matter.
Founded, by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
Perhaps
these forces who desire the evacuation by America
college session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
have not studied either geography or present international
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Coldisturbances. Immediate Philippine independence would be a
lege, South Carolina.
boon to the desires of the antagonistic Japanese; it would be
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
liberating one of the most logical spots for the establishing of
Pacific control. With both the Philippines and Manchuria
under her control, Japan might try a war like the last, just
as
futile and just as unnecessary, but nevertheless, a war that
EDITORIAL STAFF
present world-wide economic conditions do not sanction.
W. G. ASHMORE
E. J. ADAMS
V. R. COGGINS
J. L. O. FOSTER
W. L. LEVERETTE
E. L. MORRIS
C. P. WALKER
T. M. WATSON

Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Managing Editor
Managing Editor
Athletic Editor
Exchange Editor
Y. <M. C. A. Editor
Joke Editor
Staff Reporters

L. M. Adams, D. A. Barnes, J. B. Barnwell, J. C. Burton, W. C.
Coh'b, C. N. Clayton, R. B. Eaton, F. E. Green, J. G.
Gibbs, J. E. Hunter, F. R. Her, K. E. Neusner, S. R. Patterson, F. S. Shannon
Athletic Associates
M. S. J. Blitch, G. Chaplin, J. F. James, P.
Smith, J. Sherman

H.

Latimer, J.
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BUSINESS STAFF
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Business Manager

CIRCULATION STAFF
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Circulation Associates
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EDITORIAL
For the benefit of certain misinformed people and the world
in general, we wish to explain that The Tiger is neither a
"closed corporation" nor is it politically controlled.
There is a place on the staff for any cadet in school—provided he is interested and willing to work. There are many
students who are capable of holding down a position on the
staff and yet who were not recommended by the English Faculty. The English Faculty has no way of judging a student's
ability other than by his marks; yet, there are many students
who are disinterested in formal English courses and write perfunctorily in order to merely pass the required work The Tiger will be very glad to give any cadet, regardless of his
English grade or recommendation, an opportunity to show his
merit and ability if he will make the matter known to some
member of the staff.
MORE VANDALISM
Last week we compared a certain person's sense of humor
to a very small unit. Running loose in barrack's is another
person or persons whose sense of decency is much more degraded than this other moron's humor. This pervert has a
mania for transforming with deft strokes of a pen or pencil
certain signs on the barrack walls into obscene statements.
He does not choose an obscure sign to defile but always picks
those in front of doorways or windows which may be seen by
any passer-by.
If this "artist" will go and see Mr. Littlejohn or Captain
Harcombe, either will be delighted to furnish him with nice
clean pieces of plank or board upon which to write. They
will probably also be glad to donate paint in a variety of colors
to lend a more artistic effect.
The architectural faculty could probably be persuaded to
judge the beauty and effectiveness which such murals add to
interior decoration, and then the paintings could all be con
signed to the college incinerator—along with their creator.
For several months there has been much discussion on the
subject of the Philippines. Many seem to think that the great
Unied States is violating the unalienable rights of the poor
and suppressed Philippinos. As a result there has been a nation-wide poll as to the advisibility of giving this country its
independence The Philippine-American Chamber of Commerce has prepared an interesting bulletin on this subject

DETAILS OF Y. M. C. A. CLUBS ANDJOCIETIES
THEATERJXPLAINED BLOCK "C" HAS MEETING

GAMECOCK PUGUIAST
DOWN TIGER METTMEN
won by the decision of the judges.
In the featherweight division
Moore of Clemson was at first unable to stop Bradford's wickea
right slash to the jaw, but later
slowed it up to a great extern.
The Carolina man put up excellent
defense also, and was given the
decision of the judges.
Captain Watts, Gamecock lightweight, gave a good show of puncning, with Sloan sticking right to
nim and carrying the fight a good
part of the battle. Watts showed
considerably more anger than was
necessary, and was warned by thfa
referee for slugging on breaking
from clinches.
Despite the fact
that the Clemson man was exchanging blow for blow in the thlra
round, Carolina was awarded the
decision.

The members of the Block "C
Holtzendorff Describes "Tal- Club enjoyed a very interesting
During the next bout the judges
ky" Booking Arrangemeeting held at the Y M. C. A. must have forgotten what they
Club rooms last Wednesday night. were doing, for despite the faci.
ment
During the .meeting Mr. Holtzen- that Bannister, Clemsoin welter,
(Editor's note—Lately, a num- dorff addressed the club concern- had a clear edge over Johnny Scott
ber of people have requested THE ing the pictures shown at Clemson. in the first round and was superior
I TIGER to run an editorial "pan- After this enlightening discussion, in the second, another victory was
'ning" the Y M. C. A. Theater for refreshments were served and the awarded to Carolina.
Both men
not showing certain new pictures, members were treated to a picture were badly fagged at the close of
and also for running other pictures show.
the third round, but the Gamecock
which do not particularly appeai
was never m!ore than on even terms
A. S. A. E.
to their fancy. These people seem
with the Tiger.
to think that the standard of the
The remaining three battles were
At the regular meeting of the
showings is lower than it has been
A. S. A. E. last Thursday night two clearly all Clemson, the Carolina
in the past.
Before running an very interesting talks were made men never threatening in any of
editorial of any sort on this sub- by members of the society.
Gra- the bouts. Cannon of Clemson ana
ject, we made it a point to look ham, talking on large scale farm- McCravy of Carolina started tne
thoroughly into the matter.
Per- ing, brought out the surprising fact middleweight bout with a thorougn
haps these people may have some that over nine thousand farmers feeling out of each other's teen
grounds for complaint, but very in the United States made income nique, altho Cannon forged stead
likely they know nothing whatever tax reports last year.
Bane re- ily ahead in carrying the fight. The
of the conditions and contracts per- vealed several reasons why farmers bout was a Clemson victory on t'he
taining to the acquisition and show- are not getting maximum profits judges' decision.
ing of these pictures.
For the out of tractor farming.
In the first round of the lightbenefit of all patrons of the Y. M.
The Clemson chapter of the A. heavyweight argument, "Meg-gle"
C. A. Theater, Mr. Holtzendorff S. A. E. plans to have a banquet Megginson of Clemson took the
publishes the following statement. sometime this month at which Dr. -ead in outpunching Willard of
L. J. Fletcher, president of the Carolina.
In the second round
THINGS YOU OUGHT TO
KNOW ABOUT PICTURED American Society of Agricultural Meggison had his man practically
Engineers, will make an address.
punch-drunk, when Willard's ankle
"1. 'BLOCK BOOKING'. Pracwhich he had injured in football
tically every major picture show
practice, began to give away under
company requires that you buy all
him.
Meggison could easily have
of their pictures or none.
This
achieved a legal knockout over the
is true if you get the pictures near
Carolina man but was content to
Mr. William E. Winchester oi
release date. Pictures second run
let the round drag itself out. At
New York, president of the Juaand six months old. may be purthe end of the seend stanza, Wilson Mill in Greenville, S. C, and
chased in less quantities. We are
lard was unable to continue the
Mr. Victor M. Montgomery, presiasked to buy every picture a comfight, and his second threw in the
dent of the F'acolet Manufacturing
pany offers for sale whether we like
sponge, giving Clemson the battle
Company with mills in Pacolet, s.
it or not. We can take it or leave
on a technical knockout.
C. and at Gainesville, Georgia, visit. Often a company will have ten
ited the Clemson Textile DepartThe heavyweight—last bout of the
or twelve pictures we would like
ment on Thursday afternoon. They evening was another in which the
to show at Clemson.
Unless Wu
looked over the plant and expressed Clemson man was wholly superior.
buy twenty or thirty, often more,
themselves as being very much Captain Reuben Seigel completely
that we do not want or prefer not
pleased with the work being done outclassed DeVaughn of Carolina,
to use, then we can't get the ones
and the (progress which the Textile sending the Gamecock down for
wre would like to have.
Hence,
Department is making.
the count of eight in the second
we have run many pictures that
For several years Mr. Winchester round. The big Jew put on a magyou do not care for and we would
was connected with the textile nificent exhibition both as an otrather leave off.
For instance-—
schools in Mississippi and later fensive and a defensive fighter, alMetro-Goldwyn. We would like to
held a professorship at t'he Phila- though he never really expendea
run EMMA, THE CHAM!P, HELLS
delphia Textile Sohoril. The Clem himself in a single blow.
DeDIVERS, and a few thers.
In
son Textile Department is at pro- Vaughn landed hardly a blow in
order to get these, we are obligea
sent using a text on cotton yarn the entire bout, and was content
to contract for a number of picmanufacture which he prepareu to take cover from as many of
tures that have not been made,
while at the Philadelphia Textile .the Tiger's stinging left jabs as
pictures that are identified by numSchool.
was possible.
bers. When some of these pictures
The visitors were shown througn
are produced and we exhibit them
The summary of the bouts folthe departmnet by Mr. H. H. Wilyou may wonder: "Why Bring Thai
lis, director of the Textile depart- lows :
Here?"
Bantamweight—Tommy Scott of
ment.
Carolina
defeated Lide of Clemson,
2. Clemson has more pictures,
and
teams
have
especial
courtesiLdecision.
first run, than Greenville or Anderson or Spartanburg or Columbia extended them also. Some of these I Featherweight — Brailsford ot
—for the nine months Septemiber pictures have been better t'han tne Carolina defeated Moore of Clempay shows. Only two of them have | son, decision.
to June inclusive. Think that over
been Westerns.
Over a hundred; Lightweight — Watts of Carowhen you are inclined to iwondei
travel and musical reels are shown lina defeated Sloan of Clemson, dewhy we do not have more. Atlanfree.
: cision.
ta is the only city in this territory
4. We have pictures contracted j
Welterweight—Johnny Scott oi
that can boast of showing more diffrom the following companies: (Ra- Carolina
defeated
Bannister
of
ferent pictures than we can ovei
dio, Fox, Columbia, Paramount., - Clemson, decision.
the nine month period.
Universal, Tiffany, Metro-Goldwyn,
Middleweight— Cannon of Clem3. During the year Clemson stu- Educational, Pathe, Warner Broa., son defeated McCravy of Carolina
dents have an opportunity to see and First National. You can see decision.
practically every picture you want
Light-heavyweight— Meggison oi
32 different feature pictures free.
•to see at Clemson. Most of them Clemson defeated Willard of CaroThat is on the basis of the activ:you can see for less than else- lina, technical knockout.
ty fee. There are at least four othwhere. You have a greater variety
Heavyweight—Seigel of Clemson
ers that the classes have an oppoito choose from than any other defeated DeVaughn of Carolina, detunity to see as guests of the Y.
cision.
Over twenty different organizations small town or community."
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VESPER. SERVICES

'DELICIOUS"

Vesper Services, Sunday evening,
wer conducted by the Emory UniTersity Deputation team, with Mr.
Elkhart of the Emory Y. M. C. A.
presiding. The meeting was opened
by the song, "Love Lifted Me"
which was followed by a prayer
by one of the members of the
team. John McKinney, one of the
most noted singers of Atlanta, then
rendered two selections.
Mr. McKinney was accompanied on the
piano by an Emory student, James
Mays.
The principal address of the
evening was made by Mr. Carl
Muning, a graduate of Emory who
is at present studying for the ministry. The topic of his talk was
the "sufficiency of Christ."
His address was built around.
the need of a power greater than
ourselves to direct us in our everyday life. Our three greatest needs,
he said, are for something on which
to ibase our future hopes, for sympathetic understanding, and for
love.
In pointing out how Christ fulfills these needs, Mr. Muning pointed out that they are (met in his
revelation of God as a loving God,
by the fact that fundamental purpose in the creation of the universe was love, and concluded by
showing that He is the one allunderstanding person who is willing to share all of our troubles.

Here's another of the GaynorFarrell romances of the type which
met with great popularity a year
or two ago. Whether or not you
will like this picture depends entirely upon whether or not you
enjoy the simple pleasant stories
played by Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell.
The picture contains
plenty of human interest, and the
musical accompaniment is excellent.
The story, however, is rather slowmoving.
Janet Gaynor, as usual,
plays the part of a poor little unnoticed, waif who finally attains
supreme happiness, the one role
for which Janet Gaynor's wistful
beauty and invincible smale are
most particularly adapted, and the
one role for which Miss Gaynor is
famous.
This time Janet is a
young Scotch girl who comes to
the United States to live with her
uncle.
On board the boat she
meets the prince charming in the
person of a wealthy young American, played by Charles Farrell 01
course.
When the Scotch lassie
arrives in this country, she discovers that she will not be permlted to stay, but she stays anyway.
After numerous disappointments she
is finally saved from deportation
from the United States by th
prince charming, who turns the
deportation into a honeymoon. If
you like the happy-ending type
of picture, we are sure you will
enjoy this one.

DEPUTATION

TEAM

The Clemson College Deputation
team had charge of the services of
the Baptist Church of Piokens, Sunday night, February 7. Otis oBwen presided over the service ana
ad his men carry out an interesting program.
Buddy Perry delivered an interesting talk on the "Building ol
Character".
O. H. MoDaniel dla
equally as well when he spoke on
the "Threefold Life". The Clemson
College Quartette composed of J.
Roy Cooper, H. J. Webb, D. A.
Barnes, and O. B. Garrison delighted the congregation with its selections O. R. Smith and J. R. Cooper rendered a duet and O. R. Smith
closed the program with a solo.
On the way back to Clemson the
team stopped by the Bowen's home
and enjoyed a delicious plate of
refreshments.
CABINET ENJOYS SUPPER
The Y. M. C. A. Cabinet held
its regular meeting last Monday,
February 8, in the cabinet room at
the Y. M. C. A. Rev. J. O. Smith
led the group in an open forum
discussion on "The Manhood of the
Master", which is written by Harry
Emerson Fosdick.
After the conclusion of this part
of the program, a most enjoyable
chicken supper was served in the
Y. M. C. A. Caferteria. All of the
faculty members on the Advisory
Board, with the exception of two,
were present.
This supper is an
annual affair of the cabinet.
When the supper was finished,
each member gave a brief outline
of what he had. accomplished the
first semester and what he hoped to
carry out during the second semester.

Keeping ahead
of the second hand
To keep telephone service in step with the
swift pace of American life, Bell System men
tackle many an absorbing problem, find many
an ingenious solution.
For instance, they decided that precious seconds could be saved by a change in
long-established operating routine. The
operator used to repeat the number called
by the subscriber — now she indicates that

FRESHMAN COUNCIL
The Freshman Council met in
the Y Club Room at the regular
time Monday night. The meeting
which was cut short on account of
the basketball game was opened by
the devotional led toy L A. Kay.
This was followed by sentence
prayers in which all took part.
The rest of the meeting was given
over to Mr. Cooper who gave an
instructive talk on how to cope
with the problems of boys of all
ages. This talk was of a practical nature and was enjoyed and
appreciated by all present.
SOPHOMORE COUNCIL MEETING
The Sophomore Council met last
Thursday, February 11, in the
Cabinet room of the Y. T. C. Bigger led a most interesting discussion on some' of the things a college man should do when he visits
his home. K. E. Nuessner followed
Bigger in a discussion of the coli lege man's inventory. The council
took a great part in these discussions.
"Shipwreck" Kelly and Wallace
Fridy met with the Sophomores.
The council extends a most hearty
welcome to anyone desiring to attend the council meetings.
Mr.
Holtzendorff Invited the members
of the council to meet at his home
for their next meeting.
PICTURE

SCHEDULE

February 19, afternoon—"Delicious".
February 19, night—"Stepping
Sisters".
February 20,— "Stepping Sisters".
Sunday, February 21— Travel
Reels, "The Utmost Isle" and "Medbury in Borneo'".
February 22 — "Three Wise
Girls".
February 23—"Rebound".
February 24—"Rainbow Trail".

In a few more years a motorist
will drive up to a filling station,
It takes years to acquire wisdom,
pay his tax, and plead with the own- but a man can make a fool of himer to throw in a little gas—Florida self between two clicks of the
Times-Union.
clock.—The Bulldog.

she understands by saying, "Thank you. 7>
To appreciate the importance of the
second thus saved, just multiply it by the
40,000,000 conversations handled by operators on the average day.
In the telephone business, major improvements that save the subscriber's time and
give him better service often result from just
such apparently minor changes.
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CAMPUS NOTES
Under the auspices of the Andrew
Pickens Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution, Dr.
B. R. Turnipseed of Greenville •will
deliver an address to tne Clemson
College Cadet Corps on Washington's birthday at the noon chapei
exercises.
The Daughters of tne
American Revolution and studeni.
body will participate in our door
exercises and the planting of an
oak tree sent to the college from
Mount Vernon. The tree will he
planted, on the campus between the
Library and Main Building.
The fifth and concluding meeting of the Women's Bible Class of
the Presbyterian Church was held
at the home of Mrs. M. E. Bradley on Tuesday afternoon of lasi
week, with Mrs. H. C. Brearley as
leader assisted by Dr W. H. Mills,
(Mrs. B. E. Fernow and Mrs. G. R.
Edwards.

On Friday afternoon, In the cluu
room of the Presbyterian Church,
a union prayer meeting of the four
women's auxiliaries of the community was held, carrying out the
World Day Prayer set aside for
February 12 for the church women
of all denominations.
On Wednesday afternoon, with
Mrs. D. W. Milford as hosterr the
Neighbourhood Book Club held a
meeting. Also, the Wednesday Afternoon Book Club held its regular
bi-monthly meeting with Mrs. E.
W. Sikes as hostess.
The Clemson Garden Cluh met
at the home of Mrs. S. J. L. Crouch
on Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. J.
L. Marshall presided at the meeting, and a very interesting and instructive talk on "Insects" was
given by Professor Sherman.
Professor and Mrs. Glenn entertained three tables of Contract
Bridge at their home on Pendleton
Road, Saturday night.
After spending about six weeks
in New York with lier daughter,
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Miss Ethel Fernow, who is in
school there, Mrs. B. E. Fernow
has returned to her home on the
Clemson campus.
Mrs. W. H. Mills is spending the
week in Columbia with her brother.
Mr. Walter iSikes, from Washington, D. C, is visiting his parents,
Dr. and Mrs. EL W. Sikes.
The Tuesday Evening Contract
Cluh met Tuesday night at the
home of Professor and Mrs. Eaton;
Professor and Mrs. Glenii, also entertained their contract club the
same evening.
Prof. H. W. Barre visited in
Florence last week.
If you think you are really important in this game of life, try
sticking a finger into a basin of
water, pull it out and see how large
the hole is that you leave behind.

FLORSHEIM SHOES

$8.50

FRIENDLY FIVE SHOES

S3.75

VICTOR FIVE SHOES

$4.50

TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR
Sealpax Shirts and Shorts 40c each, or 75c per Suit
Other grade Shirts and Shorts
25c each
or 50c per Suit

"Judge" Keller

It use to be wine, women and
song hut now it's rum, racket, ana
radio.

a

was a fraiJ

G ran diath er

wou Id be Shocked..
E'S rather a bossy old darling,
JL and I didn't know how he'd
like the idea of my smoking.
"The first time I lit a Chesterfield
in front of him, he sniffed like an
old war-horse... and I braced myself
for trouble. But all he said- was,
'That's good tobacco, Chickabiddy.'
"You know Grandfather raised
tobacco in his younger days, so he
knows what's what. I don't, of course
—but I do know that Chesterfields
are milder. It's wonderful to be
able to smoke whenever you want,
with no fear you'll smoke too many.

"And it doesn't take a tobacco
expert to prove that Chesterfield
tobaccos are better. They taste better ... that's proof enough. Never
too sweet. No matter when I smoke
them... or how many I smoke...
they always taste exactly right.
"They must be absolutely pure...
even to the paper which doesn't
taste at all. In fact... as the ads
say...'They Satisfy!'

• Wrapped in Du Pont Number 300 Moisture-proof
Cellophane... the best and most expensive made!

THEY'RE MILDER • • THEY'RE PURE • • THEY TASTE BETTER

77iey S^zCtJru
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TIGERS DROP RETURN
GAME TOJULLDOGS
Strickland is Big Gun at Bulldog Attack
After jumping to a four poiiu
lead in the first minute of play, the
Clemson basketeers last Tuesday
hacked away and bowed to the
University of Georgia to the tune
of 40 to 16.
Georgia's play wa^
characterized by fast passing and
Strickland's ability to worm his
way under the basket for goal after
goal, while the Tigers displayed
their usual wild and woolly attack
'1 ~|
The game as a whole was a
rough-and-tumble affair that was
far beyond the control of the referee before five minutes haa passed. Fouls were numerous but left
unnoticed.
Several times interference was actually formed for
the dribbler.
Captain Clark and Fred Wood
were the mainstays of Clemson's
comparatively weak
scoring
attack, While Calhoun played a good
game at guard. Clark, with seven
points; led Clemson's scoring.

ENROLLMENT FIGURES
SHOW SLIGHT DECLINE
Little Variation in Mid-Semester Wihdrawals Noted;
Entries Triple
The records of enrollment in the
Registrar's office reveal some very
interesting figures on the registraon at Clemson this and previous
years.
During the past six years
there has always been a noticeable
decline in the total enrollment between teh dates of January the
fteenbh and February the fifteenth.
The figures which have been compiled show that the number dropped from the college rolls during
these dates were as follows for the
past six years: 34 in 1927, 47 in
1928, 35 in 1929, 33 in 1930,
3 4 in 19 31, and this year the total
reached 45.
It is readily see:from the above figures that the
variation has not been very great
from year to year.
Eighteen new students were enrolled this semester and this (figure
is practically the triple of previous
mid-term enrollments.
With such
r. large number of new students enrolling this semester the net loss
in enrollment represents only a
very natural and normal mid-term
decrease. In view of the present.
iression the enrollment has been
encouraging to the college officials.

OBSERVATION
AND COMMENT
The
Alabama
Crimson
Tide
this week carries the news of the
demotion of the president of the
Arts and Science junior class because of an insufficient number of
hours. At least they have nothing
on Clemson.
Our demotions have
reached staggering proportions. If
the present situation prevails for
a couple of years the present freshman class will be able to shear the
curly locks of the active senior
class.
If we may plagiarize the joke
column, there are several bits of
gossip current on the campus. It
is said that a special order will
be published this week requiring
any cadet that desires to attend the
funeral of a dear relative must
submit a permit hefore nine a. m.
on the morning of the dance. Also
heard a professor caught S. T.
McDowell trying to look intelligent,
but it happened that one of the
Tiger newshounds saw him at the
hospital that same morning, so we
can not substantuate this rumro.

DOTE
5HJPWgLCI(J(ELLY
Puai

WAIT JP

ST

Followins is the itemized statement of expenses incurred
Sophomore Dancing Club for the promotion of the dance of
29, 1932.
Decorations—including 9 0 folds of crepe paper, three
rolls of builders' tar. paper, etc.
Piano
Drayage
:
Stationery, hostess cards, invitations, tickets
Cost of Field House
Carolina Gamecock Orchestra
Two Spotlights
Phone Calls and Telegrams
Gas and Oil for One Car
Incidentals
Total pair admissions
$312.20
Total expenditures
Amount deposited in Treasurer's Office
JOE SHANNON,
Secretary and treasurer,
Soph. Dancing Club.

by the
January

$ 25.15
3.00
4.00
16.00
25.00
200.00
16.00
3.38
4.42
3.75

WHO SHOWED POOR
powerful foe.
But however well
SPORTSMANSHIP? these men love to fight, they revel
$300.70
not in tooth and nail, hair-pulling
S 11.50
Once again a Clemson athletic sorties, but in the finer axis of
team has gone to Columbia to en- manly defense and technique of
gage in honorable combat with the attack. It cannot be truthfully said
Carolina Gamecock, and once more that a single man on the Tiger
the Tigers have returned home feel- squad conducted himself, in the
ing that the combat not only was ring or out, in a manner not Whol- gHEEHH!M3!HIHSiBgra»^
unsportsman like, hut on the othei ly becoming him as a clean boxer
hand it was extremely humiliating or as a Clemson man.
to the sense of fair play that the
-isitors nourished.
It is not the
ENGAGEMENTS THIS WEEK
SEE THEM—THY ARE PRETTY
ntention of this column to preciWith only two more basketball
pitate dissension with the UniversiNew Spring Suits $25.00. Juniors and Seniors use
|j
games ahead of them, the Tigers
ty but to demand in part an explayour R. O. T C. Check for Clothes.
run over to Greenville Friday where
nation of the atrocities of conduct
they hook up with Dizzy McLeod's
to which a Clemson delegation is
INTRWOVEN SOCKS — FRINDLY FIVE SHOES
§
machine in one last attempt to
invariably subjected upon a visn
BRADLY SWEATERS — HANSEN GLOVES
break he fury of he Hurricane's
to the Capitol. However, we are
swath of victory. One next Tuesquite confident that no charges of
day the Bengals conclude their
'nstigatlng riot can possibly foe
season in what happily turned out
brought to bear upon the blotter
to be a home game with Wofford.
of our juornalistic career.
The
The Terriers took their only other
most we can hope to do is lo
contest with the Tigers hy the bare
oij^iaigsiaHiiaiiiaiaKiMisis^
merely prolong a discussion begun
margin of a single point.
This
so sometime ago by our worthy contime, however, the Jungaleers are
temporary, The Gamecock.
out for blood, and refuse to be
We Appreciate Your
The particular organization un- held in.
der consideration this time is the
Patronage
On Saturday, Cap. Heffner takes
boxing team.
Now, Clemson hat his leatherpushers to Charlseton to
a boxing team composed of me;; clash with Citadel's Bulldogs. The
who love to fight or they wouldn't Tigers have had a weeks' rest since
GREENVILLE, S. C.
be on the squad. They work out the Carolina match and should be
Where Clemson Men Meet
daily and keep in training solely in the pink of condition to put the
for the joy of the battle with a Cadets to rout.
Prof—Everytime I see yu do thai.
He (phoning sweetie—How would
Red Fordham— Are you warm I always fly off the handle.
you like to go to the Opening Hop enough, dear?
Cadet—Flying off the handle uswith me?
It—I've never heard a boy com- ually indicates a loose screw.
She—I'd give my body and soul plain yet.
to go.
First Rat, on math exam— How
WHEN the girls begin to cut corHe—I think you had better keep
far are you from the correct anners in our cars and do back
Whiskers, only, comes to him who swer?
your soul. I won't have any use
somersaults in our planes and borrow
our cigarettes—
for it.
waits.
Second Rat—Two seats.
then it's time to
take to a pipe!
Call it the last
stronghold of masculine defence—or
the one pet diversion pur little
friends keep their
fingers off. Call it
what you will—
Her smote—
there's something
a cigarette!
downright satisfying, understanding, companionable
about a friendly, mellow, MASCULINE pipe! It's a real man's smoke!
And a pipe's at
its best when you
fill it up with Edgeworth. There's a
rare, mellow flavor
to the Edge[ worth blend of
' fine burleys that
simply can't be
touched. It's cut
long—to give you
A -pipe's a
a cool, slow-burnman's smoke
ing smoke. And
you'll find it the favorite with smokers
in 42 out of 54 colleges.
You can get Edgeworth wherever
good tobacconists sell smokes. But if
you've never tried it, we'd like the fun
of treating you to that first satisfying
pipeful. Just write to Larus & Bro. Co.,
105 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va.

I

SPORT SHOES - NEW FL0RRSHE1S

1

HOKE SLOAN'S I
Let's smoke a

THE PRINCESS CAFE

MAN'S
SMOKE!

DEPTH SOUNDERS
FOR AIRCRAFT
WITH the application of electricity to aircraft
instruments, another chapter was written in the
annals of air transportation. To-day's ship is not only
swifter but safer and more dependable. Modern
depth-sounding devices indicate instantly the height of
the ship above the ground surface. A unique feature
of General Electric's recently purchased monoplane
is the almost completely electrified instrument panel.
The most recently developed instrument is the sonic
altimeter, which provides a quick means of indicating
changes in height above ground. Sound from an

intermittently operated air whistle is directed downward. The echo is picked up in a receiving megaphone,
and the sound is heard through a stethoscope. The
elapsed time between the sound and the echo
determines the height. Tests show that water, buildings, woods, etc., produce echoes that are different
and characteristic.
Besides developing a complete system of aircraft instruments, college-trained General Electric engineers
have pioneered in every electrical field—on land, on
sea, and in the air.
95-923

GENERAL® ELECTRIC
SALES

AND

ENGINEERING

SERVICE

I N

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Edgeworth is a blend of fine old burleys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edgeworth's distinctive
and exclusive eleventh process. Buy
Edgeworth anywhere in two forms
—EdgeworthReadyRubbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. All
sizes, 15^ pocket
package to $1.50
pound humidor tin.
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ed most of the thrills by repeatedly

TIGERS AGAIN DIVIDE breaking up enemy plays and by GLEMSON PLAYERS IN
slipping under the basket three
to register a goal every trip.
WITH CAROLINA BIRDS times
STATE SCORING RACE
The guarding of Dobson was suClemson Flashes to Win First perb, several times checking tw
Game—Lose Second by
men at once.
Single Goal
FIRST GAME
Starting a revam'ped lineup, Joe
David' renovated quint smashed
through the hopeless defense of
the five from the University of
South Carolina last Friday night
and ahowed their best form of the
season to win a 31-22 decision from
the Gamecocks.
The new aggregation played with
a spirit not seen on the home court
this year and. flashed brilliantly at
times. Their speed was too much
for the Gamecocks, especially in
the first 'half, and the Tiger five
rang up fifteen points before the
Birds touched the hamper.
The
home team led at the halw 15-3.
The Gamecocks put on a sprint
in the second period and appeared
menacing at times, but the superior floor work and more accurate shooting of the Tigers clinched the game for them.
J. W. Davis, playing his first
varsity game, seemed to be the
necessary s'park in the Bengal machine. His speed in handling the
ball was a big factor in accounting
for the points accumulated by
Sherman and Galhoun, high scorers
for the Tigers.
Coach Norman of the Gamecocks
shifted his lineup so often they haa
little opportunity to shine.
However, Wolfe led his team witn
eight points, and Killingsworth was
the best man on the floor.

The Cubs journeyed to Athens,
Georgia, where they encountered
the Georgia Freshmen in a prel:m
to the varsity game, last Tuesday.
The Clemson Frosh defeated Johnny Broadnax' Buildups 26-20. The
Cubs ran up 13 points before the
Georgians could get started, DUL
they could not resist the determined onslaught of the home team for
a while, thereby accounting for
such a close score.
The entire Frosh five played an
outstanding game since it "was the
last of the season and they were
determined to make a good showing. This was the eighth win sri
nine starts for the Cu:bs.

Sherman and Calhoun Place
Amongst Basketball
Aces
Wolfe, star University of S. C.
forward, with twenty-eight pointu
rolled up this week continues tu
lead the state for individual scoria',
honors with a total of 93 points.
Bob Smith, Furman's ace center,
with twenty points for the week has
advanced to within three points o:
the leader.
Close enough to merit attention
come Sherman of Clemson amWells of Furman, both forwards,
who are tied for third -place witn
78 points each. The most not:'"'°aible gain of the week is that of
Simonton, Erskine, who, in twu
games, piled up thirty-two points
to advance from nineteenth place
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into a tie with Shurstedt, Citaaei,
for fifth place with seventy-two
points.
Beckman, fast College of Charleston guard, although he has given
up basketball for year upon ad
vice of his physician, scored enough
points before this week to hole
him in the Big Ten. He has regij
tered 68 points for the year.
It is quite interesting to note
that three of the four high scorers
in the state are sophomores. Wolfe,
Smith and Sherman are all enjoying their first year on the var-

sity. Wells, however, is a senior.
1—Wolfe, forward, Carolina __9 3
2—Smith, forward, Furman
90
3—Sherman, forward, Clemson__7s
3—Wells, forward, Furman
78
4—Lam.berth, for., Newberry
76
4—iBullington, for, Wofford
76
5—Shurstedt, center, Citadel
72
5—Simonton, forward, Erskine__72
6—Mooneyham, center, Wofford-6 9
7—Beckman, guard, Charles
68
8—Willard, guard, Citadel
65
9—Calhoun, guard, Clemson
61
0—Adair, guard, Furman
58

J. O. JONES
GRENVILLE, S. C.

OUTFITTERS TO CLEMSON MEN FOR
25 YEARS
CLEMSON

HEADQUARTRS

IN

GREENVILLE

SECOND GAME
After battling point for point in
one of the most interesting and
bitter contests ever waged, on the
Tiger court this year, Dave Powell,
Gamecock guard, sank a field goal
in the closing seconds of the game
last Saturday night and furnished
margin to give his team a 24-22
decision over the Bengals.
It was a tough game to lose.
Joe Sherman had just shot a foul
goal to culminate a rally which
wiped out the six-point lead which
the Gamecocks had held, and thert»
was only a minute left to play.
The toss-up came—a dash down the
court both ways and Powell's shot.
—a bitter loss for the Tigers.
However, the aGmecocks did display better form than they did m
their previous performance.
Nevertheless, the Frank Merriwell finish made the bitter pill of defeat
all the less tasty.
Davis' new quint again took the
floor and they did exceptionally
well, but the game just was not in
the books.

FRESHMEN GAGERS COP
TWO FINAL CONTESTS
Win From Great Falls High
and Georgia Rats
In an unsuccessful attempt to
graduate from a small fcfih. schooi
court to the big floor of the Clemson field house, the Great Falls
High School five last Monday night
bowed before the victorious marcit
of the Tiger Cubs 3 8 to 7.
The entire Clemson squad saw
service in the game and made an
unusually good, appearance. Spearman, Cub forward, started the scoring with a beautiful one-dribble
snow bird, and two follow up shotu
by Swails, lanky Clemson center,
put the baby Bengal* ahead 6 to 0.
Two minutes before the half ended
Wade, center for the visitors sank
a foul, and Hopper with a nice onehanded toss boosted Great Falls'
stock to three paints.
Play in the second half wan
rather ragged.
Bowie, diminutive
fiTe-foot Clemson forward, furnish-

LUCKIES are certainly
kind to my throat
HOT TAMALEI
Lupe landed in Hollywood with
one lone dollar and no part to
play . . . But now she has nine
fur coats, 15 canaries, the world's
loudest lounging pajamas, and
dozens of men ga-ga about her
. . . We hope you liked her in
the M-G-M PICTURE,"THE CUBAN
LOVE SONG," as much as we
did. Lupe's been a LUCKY fan
for two years . . . There was no
—what is politely called "financial consideration" for her statement. Gracias, Lupel

"No harsh irritants for Lupe. I'm a LUCKY fan. There's
no question about it—LUCKIES are certainly kind to
my throat. And hurrah for that improved Cellophane
wrapper of yours—it really opens withr^) n \ o^,
out a tug-o'-war—thanks to that tab."
<y^^V^

"It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection-against irritation-against cough
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh

* TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose
gossip of today becomes the news of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. networks.

